Just the Right Word
Improve each sentence by crossing out the words in bold and replacing
them with a word from the word list. Write the word on the line.

Word list: public - plow - frequent - mighty - upset - remove - language crown
1. A powerful ______________ cheer burst from the crowd.

2. I don't like to sing in (the) community ______________.

3. Sam carefully took out ______________ the letter from the envelope.

4. The huge waves capsized _______________ their boat.

5. The girl in the picture is wearing a headdress ______________ not of gold but
of flowers.

6. We hired someone to shovel ______________ the snow from our driveway.

7. English is quite often the communication ______________ of choice when
speaking to an international audience.

8. There is no other country in the world where earthquakes are as regular
______________ as in Japan.
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Just the Right Word
Improve each sentence by crossing out the words in bold and replacing
them with a word from the word list. Write the word on the line.

Word list: public - plow - frequent - mighty - upset - remove - language crown
1. A powerful mighty cheer burst from the crowd.

2. I don't like to sing in (the) community public.

3. Sam carefully took out removed the letter from the envelope.

4. The huge waves capsized upset their boat.

5. The girl in the picture is wearing a headdress crown not of gold but of flowers.

6. We hired someone to shovel plow the snow from our driveway.

7. English is quite often the communication language of choice when speaking
to an international audience.

8. There is no other country in the world where earthquakes are as regular
frequent as in Japan.
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